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Promise hearing
for Berg’s plan

The second floor corridors of A bldg, are stacked with chairs as the
countdown for the big move begins. —Photo by Scott Salter.

Student Senate votes
confidence in SB 100
By Gerry Bliss
A vote of confidence resulting in a 6 to 1
vote favoring the newly amended Budget
Control Act (SB 100), was taken at last
Thursday’s Student Senate meeting.
The bill was tabled until a Student
Assembly, March 3, where student input
can be consideredbefore voting.
The newly amended bill was the object
of concern during much of the four hour
meeting with the Senate being divided on
whether to pass the bill.
The amended bill, which was ready for
approval before the meeting, is sponsored
by David Starrett, Student Body president.
Much of the bill has remained intact, but
there are still a few major changes that
have been made.
The biggest change is the dropping of the
$500 limit for approval of expenditures. In
the original bill, expenditures made by
certain activities that are funded from the
student service fee, and not exceeding
$500, had to have the approval of the
students involved in the activity. For those
expenditures exceeding $500, approval
would have to come from the Student
Senate.
The $500 limit was the main provision in
the original bill that many activity ad¬
visers objected to at a public hearing held
two weeks ago. At that hearing, those
advisers, whose activities would be af¬
fected by the bill, said they could not
operate at all under the $500 limit
provision. They said to operate under such
a provision would ultimately end those
activities.
For example, an area such as Per¬
forming Arts which would come under the
bill, could not effectively operate because
they plan two years in advance. Also an

area such as Forensics could not
adequately function because they do not
know exactly how much to spend when
planning for speech meets.
Another change in the bill requires that
all expenditures, dispersals, and reim¬
bursements shall be processed through the
Student Comptroller. If, for any reason,
the Student Comptroller questions the
feasibility of an expenditure, it may then
go to the Senate for approval or disap¬
proval.
Another amendment which has been
added to the bill is a “consent clause” in
which the students involved in a particular
activity delegate powers and duties in
making expenditures to a “budget
preparation designee.” This “designee”
can be anyone involved in the activity or
the faculty adviser of the activity. The
“consent” can be made either by having
the persons in the activity vote for a
“designee,” or by just allowing the ac¬
tivity adviser to assume responsibility for
making expenditures.
Public notice of the consent clause will
be given four times a year in order to in¬
form those students involved in the ac¬
tivities that such a clause exists.
In addition to those changes made in the
bill there was one provision added to the
charter of the Student Activities Advisory
Board (SAAB) which would have control
over some of the activities that come
under the bill. The provision states that the
members of SAAB would be eligible for
tuition reimbursement up to 15 credit
hours, based upon the findings of a com¬
mittee set up to review their performance.
Most senators agreed that the bill was
vastly improved with the amendments,
but that more student input is needed.

Faculty Senate recants,
will submit statement
By Nancy Jenkins
The Faculty Senate has changed its
mind and will submit a written statement
to the Board of Trustees stating its
disapproval of a reorganization plan by
Dr. Rodney Berg, college president.
Berg’s plan is an answer to a con¬
sultant’s report last June which criticized
certain aspects of the cluster system.
The written statement is a change from
the Senate’s previous stand when senators
decided in a close vote (4 no, 4 yes, and 4
abstentions with the chairman’s deciding
vote of yes) to close input with a position of
“no response.”
A sub-committee of three appointed Feb.
^ to write the statement submitted two
options for the Senate.

be first option was the original idea of
response” to the report with reasons
Senate disapproval. The second option
: one stating disapproval, also with
sons, but leaving the door open for
ate input.
fter debate on the power of the
.ement and the anticipated effect, it
i decided Feb. 16 the second option was
stronger. It was approved 10 to 2.
ne person urging the second option was
Cerasoli, chairman-elect. Cerasoli said
ut was necessary to fulfill the Senate
a of representing the faculty.
■he sub-committee listed four reasons
Senate disapproval.
■he first states that the Task Force
Please turn to Page 3

By Gerry Bliss
A public hearing was promised Wed¬
nesday night by the Board of Trustees on
the proposed reorganization plan for the
college designed by Dr. Rodney Berg,
college president.
Board chairman Ronald Miller said that
no action on the report will be taken until
everyone is heard. His comment came
after a 45-minute executive session called
at the outset of the meeting.
Miller did not set a hearing date.
Berg told the Courier earlier Wednesday
he does not mind a public hearing on his
response to the consultant’s study
criticizing the cluster system, providing it
is constructive criticism.
“If there is a public hearing at a Board
meeting, I do not want it to be just a gripe
session. I personally don’t favor having a
hearing just for those persons who com¬
plain on everything,” Berg said.
His response to the consultant’s study,
which was completed last year, has been a
heated issue the last few weeks among
administrators, faculty, and students
alike. Last week, the response was
presented to the Board for evaluation and
Miller had asked for a public hearing.
Berg said that from talking with some
Board members, there is a favorable
response from the Board on his report.
However, the Board still wants more in¬
put. A March 2 deadline has been set by
Berg for continuing input by both Board
and staff members.
Last Thursday Berg sent out a memo to
all staff designating Ted Tilton, currently
vice president of academic affairs, as the
college vice president. This means that
Tilton is now in charge of administrative
management.
Berg said this is a partial im¬
plementation of his plan and that all ad¬
ministrative matters must now be cleared
with Tilton. Berg will concentrate on the
planning and development of the college.
Berg said that the designation of Tilton
as vice-president is merely an assignment
of extra duties by Berg in accordance with
Board policy. He said Tilton is not being
named as a new vice president.
This role of the vice president as ad¬
ministrator of the college is one of the
main concerns the Board and others have
in regard to who is accountable to the vice
president.
When asked what would happen if two or
more areas would have a conflicting in¬
terest and where the decision to resolve
the conflict would come from, Berg said it
would depend on the nature of the conflict.
“If the conflict was an administrative

one, Ted Tilton would make the decision on
what to do. If the conflict had something to
do with planning, then I would make the
decision,” Berg said.
When asked what the role of Richard
Petrizzo, whose title currently is vice
president of operations, Berg said: “The
role of Dick Petrizzo will now have a much
larger scope in those duties he currently
has.”
The “much larger scope” includes the
handling of collective bargaining, contract
negotiation,
litigation,
and
staff
development. Petrizzo will still remain on
the vice presdential level, Berg said.
Basically Petrizzo’s role is being changed
from “a management of many people to a
management of many processes,” Berg
said.
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All alone,
cars crash
For those of you who consider driving
conditions at this college to be somewhat
“perilous,” it may not comfort you to know
that conditions may not be any better even
when there are but two cars on campus.
On Sunday, Feb. 6, at 8 a.m. a campus
security car, driven by officer Darrell
Yearman, collided with one driven by
Matthew Pekel, supervisor of grounds.
The collision took place on the east
sidewalk of J Bldg., as the two cars
rounded the corner.
According to those involved in the ac¬
cident, neither one could stop his vehicle
because of the ice. Neither was apparently
hurt, and there was no excessive damage
to either vehicle.

Joe Gilbert resigns post
Joe Gilbert, program co-ordinator for
Student Activities, has resigned his
position, effective this Friday. Gilbert,
whose duties at CD included scheduling
concerts and other special events held
through the Campus Center, cited personal
and economic reasons for leaving his job.
“I’m in a rut here,” he said. “I could
stay in this job for three more years, but I
wouldn’t be doing too much for me.”
Gilbert will not leave CD. He is
becoming a full-time janitor in main¬
tenance (“so all my insurance benefits
stay the same”) and a part-time student,
in order to complete CD degree
requirements.
“I only have 20 hours to go. Unfor¬
tunately, they’re all required courses,” he
said.
Gilbert recently had a run-in with
members of Student Government over
aspects of Senate Bill 100, but he says that
the incident had nothing at all to do with
his decision.
“I’ve been taking this job home with me,
and it was getting to me,” he said. “I felt
that I just wasn’t doing the job I should
have been doing.”
As for future job possibilities once he
graduates from CD, Gilbert said,
“Management (of rock acts) interests me.
You can exercise a certain amount of
control.

“The only way to move up in this job is to
have a degree, and I don’t. What I’m doing
is just backing up a little and taking time
to think.”
As a student here three years ago
Gilbert was chairman of the Program
Board, which now must find his
replacement. He held his present job for
two and one-half years.

JOE GILBERT
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Immediate Opening
Part-time ride Hosts and Hostesses
Old Chicago Amusement Park
Must be available evenings and weekends
. Must apply in person and be 18 yrs.
or older
Old Chicago Personnel
8:30 p.m.-5 p.m.
155 and Bolingbrook Rd.
Bolingbrook

It’s Here!
Student Activities

24 Hour Phone
Information Service
Call 858-3360

RA to quit with mixed feelings
By Robert Gregory
The Representative Assembly
(RA) is seemingly on its last legs
and will disband as part of the
college reorganization after the
March 1 meeting.
RA members did not seem
violently
disturbed, by
the
development although
several
expressed misgivings about the
ability
of
other
college
organizations to fill the RA’s ad¬
visory role and to function in
hearing grievances from college
constituencies.
Several RA members also ex¬
pressed skepticism about the
ability of the Faculty Senate,
which is being spared in the
reorganization, to fill the RA’s role
effectively. Paul Laudicina felt
that the Faculty Senate will be
spreading itself too thin in at¬
tempting to serve classified per¬

Tuesday Concert Nite/75* Drinks 8-10 p.m.
March 8
ROCKY

For more information

March 15
SCORPIO

Daily: Cocktail Hours, 2 for 1 - 3-7 p.m.
Sun.: Free Drinks 9-10 p.m.
Mon.: Price Graduation beginning at 8
p.m.
Mixed drinks 60* Call Drinks 85*
Prices Go Up 10* Per Hour

Open for lunch 11 a.m.

March 22 March 29
PHOENIX
FAWN

SPECIALS

constituencies, was formed, the
RA’s role would be filled ef¬
fectively.
RA member Harold Tinkle said
he believed that sentiment
throughout the college favored
disbandment of the RA because the
organization was thought by many
to be a weak or ineffective one.
Nurse Valerie Burke felt the RA
will be missed and expressed her
hope
that
an
alternative
arrangement can be worked out
before the RA dissolves.

Lambert Rd. to be widened
By Linda Thele
Plans to widen Lambert Road
near the college were to be
discussed last night at the Glen
Ellyn Village Office. If accepted,
the plans will go to the Village
Board in March.
The five-year road improvement
plan will cost the village $300,000 to
widen Lambert Road into four
lanes.

Chris Fraser, student vicepresident, read an editorial in the
Courier about putting in a left turn
signal. “A left turn signal isn’t
practical because of it only being a
single lane,” said Chris.
Chris went to a village meeting
and discovered that the village had
Lambert Road on their list for road
improvements. Therefore, it won’t
cost the college anything.

Financial Aid workshops here

EATING ^DRINKING* DANCING

March 1
FAITH

sonnel and CD students as well as
faculty members. Frank Hester
admitted doubts along the same
lines but added that he “has no
disagreement” with the decision to
disband the RA.
RA speaker Dr. Robert Seaton
said he “didn’t see any reason to
fight” the decision to axe the RA
but did say that he felt that during
the last year the RA “had begun to
become” an effective organization.
However, he added, that when a
new advisory group, composed of
representatives from all college

call 963-0088.

Tues.: 75* Drinks 8-10 p.m.
Wed.: Ladies Nite/lst Drink FREE
No Cover for Ladies
Thurs.: 2 for 1 Drinks 8-10 p.m.
Disco Dance Lesson 9-11 p.m.

1732 West Ogden Avenue Downers Grove 963-0088

The Student Financial Aid Office
will conduct two workshops on
March 2 and May 2 designed to
assist students in completing
financial aid forms for the 1977-78
school year.
Instruction will be given on how
to complete financial aid forms for
College of DuPage as well as for
other colleges and universities.
Program applications for basic
educational opportunity grants,
ISSC monetary awards and ACT
family financial statements will be
covered.
The workshops will include a
brief discussion of the eligibility
requirements
for
different
programs, what benefits can be

received
procedure
forms. A
session will

and a step-by-step
for completing the
question and answer
follow.

The programs will begin at 7:30
p.m. in K127 and parents are also
invited to attend.
The financial aids office has
suggested that interested students
pick up the applications listed
above in K151 sometime prior to
the workshop meeting they will be
attending.
All applicationsjor financial aid
beginning fall term, 1977 for the
1977-78 school year are due by May
1 to receive full consideration for
awarding.

DAVTOflA BEACH
Due to cancellations
STUDENT ACTIVITIES has 15 seats available for the
Third Annual Daytona Beach, Florida trip.

Deadline is February 28
DAYTONA BEACH HOLIDAY
3rd Annual Florida Trip
Whitehall Inn and Motor Lodge
7 days and 7 nights
Arrival: Saturday, March 19.1977
Departure: Saturday, March 26,1977
North Central Airlines
Transportation - round trip:
$130.92
Lodging (quad occupancy):
52.00
4% Florida sales tax:
2.08
Transportation to and from airport 4.00
Baggage cost
100
TOTAL COST $190.00

For more information contact
Tom Schmidt
Student Activities Office
Building K, Room 148
Phone: 858-2800, Ex. 2233
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Ski in Utah
for spring break

Ron Holgate, actor-singer,
to be artist-in-residence
Singer and actor Ron Holgate
will appear on campus during the
week of Feb. 28-March 4 as part of
the artist-in-residence series
sponsored by Omega College. He
will be available to meet with
classes during that week and will
also give an informal concert on
Thursday, March 3 at 8:15 pm. in
the Convocation Center.
On Broadway Holgate won a
Tony award for his performance in

ir

i

JMT

PI

Are we building an addition to the CD campus (above)?
No, (below) these are new apartments going up on 22nd
Street west of the CD greenhouses. —Photos by Ken
Sheetz.

Teachers sound off
to Berg’s proposal
Because of President Rodney Berg’s recent proposal to the Board of
Trustees concerning the re-organization of the college, many opinions
have been voiced concerning the proposal and its effects on the
college.
In an effort to learn the opinions of the teaching faculty at the
college, the Courier interviewed various and random teachers to get
their reaction to Berg’s proposal. Following are those interviewed,
and the subject area in which they teach.
Cynthia Ingols, Political Science — “I think the proposal will affect
me — how and why I don’t know. The most serious problem in it is
scheduling. Both faculty and students will be affected by the new
scheduling system.”
Charles Ellenbaum, Anthropology — “I was on the self-study. My
major concern is in the first few pages on assumptions
I disagree
with it. There are morale problems among the faculty. I don’t think
clustering has achieved student and faculty identity, and I am
disappointed that the Representative Assembly has been eliminated.
There is too much administrative top heaviness. The administration
doesn’t put in much, but they take out a lot in salary. ’ ’
John Schaper, Criminal Justice — “Quite frankly, the proposal
seems mainly administrative. It doesn’t concern me. That s Berg s
job, and I don’t see how my approval affects anything.”
William Bell, English — “I had a hard time understanding the
proposal. I’ve been through so many re-organizations before, I just
don’t know anymore. I hope there will be more faculty input into it,
but it doesn’t look like there will be.”
.
Pat Kurriger, Art — “I have some questions and doubts. I am not
rejecting it I have questions about the delegation to the VicePresident - how much? Where is the faculty input into the delegation
of the V-Pres? Seems like a lot of ambiguity.”
Bob Johnson, Photography - “Seems to me like a cosmetic change,
as if they are playing a game with cosmetics.
...
Joan Briggs, Speech — “I am basically taking it in stride. I can
tolerate another re-organization. Frequently I have felt that these re¬
organizations were just handed down. The original cluster system was
just forced down our throats. Just let me teach my classes and work
with my students.”
. „
,
..,_. „
Robert Bollendorf, Human Services — “I don t see where it s going
to affect me, since I am in Psi. I can see how it will affect those m
Alpha and other parts of the college.”
. .. .
Mary Bevelacqua, Data Processing - “My mitial reaction is that
the proposal didn’t say a great deal. I am concerned that we spent that
much time and money on a report that said almost nothing.
Stuart Anderson, Math - “I believe that Berg should have handed
the Faculty Senate’s proposal to the Board at the same time he handed
^Adnan Ertas, Art - “I think the faculty should have more of a
reaction to it. They seem to have an elusive behavior. They sho
have more input than they presently are having.
.. ..
Hal Cohen, Biology - “In concept, I accept and agreethe
proposal concerning Alpha. We are a service and should reach out to
the other clusters. I personally would like to finish up"hat ■ mdoi g
in Alpha, however. I am unsure as to how stodents will move through
the Alpha program in the future - how will it function in its new
mode? It seems very vague.”
. . . . thp nrnnosal
Wayne Weiten, Psychology - “I am disappointed “
Faculty input was inadequate. There were only three teaching faculty
on the committee. It seems their input was ignored
Barbara Hansen, Psychology - “I have a "umber of concerns. Iam
not sure that the real chain of command ^cleary

^

reports to who? I am concerned about ff^fropoiS ma’y not
faculty not having a strong role in the CAC. Th p I»
create
respond to some of our more serious problems, butmay,
,
more. Berg does have authority, however, to do what he wants.

Set auditions
for musicals
Richard Holgate, director of
performing arts, has announced
that auditions for the musical “A
Little Night Music” will be held
Tuesday and Wednesday, March 1
and 2. Singing auditions will be at 7
p.m. on Tuesday and 6:30 p.m. on
Wednesday in N5-3, next to the
Bookstore. Drama auditions will
follow at 8 p.m. Tuesday and 7:30
p.m. Wednesday in M128.
The show will be given at the
college on April 15, 16, 21, 22, and
23. Jack Weiseman will direct.
Musical preparation will be by
Carl Lambert.
A large cast is needed. The most
outstanding song from the score is
“Send In the Clowns”.

“1776” and appeared with Zero
Mostel in “A Funny Thing Hap¬
pened on the Way to the Forum.”
As a singer he has worked with
Lotte Lehmann and with the New
England Opera Company. On the
road, he has starred in musicals
with Juliet Prowse and Carol
Lawrence.
Holgate’s CD concert will
feature both classical and popular
material
with
commentary
pointing up the similarities and
differences between the two types
of music.
The concert is open to the public
free of charge. Instructors in¬
terested in arranging a class visit,
or students wishing more in¬
formation on where and when
Holgate will appear before classes
may contact Jack Weiseman at
ext. 2105 or 2095.

Band concert
to be March 4
A variety of periods and styles of
music will mark the annual winter
concert by the CD concert band on
Friday, March 4, in the Con¬
vocation Center.
“Decision ’76” by Henry Mancini
will open the program. Other
selections will include “Universal
Judgment,” “The Trails of
Texas,” “The Incredible Flutist”
with solo flutist Debbie Sanders,
Richard Strauss’ “Death and
Transfiguration” and something
entitled “Grand Serenade for an
Awful Lot of Winds and Per¬
cussion.”
The program begins at 8:15 p.m.
and admission is free.

POLLUTION IS ISSUE
The problem of cleaning up
pollution in major waterways will
be discussed at the Engineering
club meeting at 10 a.m. on March 4
in A1017.
Walt Grimes, CD coordinator of
construction technology, will
examine the tunnel and reservoir
plan of the Metropolitan Sanitary
District of Greater Chicago. The
system is designed to capture all
the storm runoff which could occur
from combined sewers at a
frequency of 25 years.

For seven days (March 17-23), at
a cost of $290, C / D students will be
able to take advantage of “one of
the best skiing areas in the con¬
tinental United States,” according
to Herb Salberg, P.E. instructor.

CD Repertory
to do Brecht

Salberg, who has skied Park City
numerous times, says the trip will
include round trip air fare on
United Airlines, six nights of ac¬
commodations in Salt Lake City,
three days of lift tickets and much
more.
There are limited seats available
at this time and deposit of $50 is
required. For more information
contact Herb Salberg, AllOOc, ext.
2362, or Jerry Morris, A1016, ext.
2424 or 2421.

DEADLINE FOR PETITIONS

Scenes from the classic play
“Brecht on Brecht” will be per¬
formed by the 1977 College of
DuPage Repertory Company on
campus next week.
Performances will be in M128 on
Monday, Feb. 28 at 1:30 p.m. and
on Thursday, March 3, at 11 a.m.

March 19 is the deadline to
petition for graduation if a student
wants his name in the Com¬
mencement Bulletin. A student
may petition to graduate at any
time, but his name will not appear
in the bulletin if he petitions after
the deadline.

Student Activities Sponsors

Chicago Bulls
Basketball Games
March 15

Tuesday

Boston

March 19

Saturday

Seattle

April 1

Friday

Denver

April 5

Tuesday

Buffalo

Only 10 tickets available per game in Student Activities
Box Office in the Campus Center. K-134. Tickets, reg¬
ularly $6.50, are in the mezzanine. Student price for all
games: One ticket. $6.00. tiro tickets: $10.00. Students
must hare C/D ID card. For further information, call
Tom Schmidt, ext. 2233.

Faculty Senate
to object to plan
Continued from Page 1
designed for involvement in
the making of the report was
lowered to “a largely reactive role
rather than constructive role,” and
was not given the power intended.
The second objection was that it
failed to answer or to solve the
problems raised in the consultant’s
report. Another point raised was
the
management
and
ad¬
ministrative problems were in¬
tensified rather than solved by the
report. The cosmetic tinkering
raised by the consultant’s report
was epitomized by Dr. Berg’s
report, according to the Faculty
Senate. And finally, the low morale
problem of the faculty raised by
the report was ignored rather than
helped.
It was proposed at the meeting
that separate committees be
named to analyze the individual
problems and present a written
statement on each. The com¬
mittees will be named at the next
meeting.

Students will have the op¬
portunity to ski the white powder of
Park City, Utah, along with Alta
and Snowbird as part of a Delta
college skiing holiday during
spring break.

Student Activities Announces:

College of DuPage
Film Festival
3/9

Scenes from "Dracula’’, “Frenzy",
and “Psycho"
House of Frankenstein
Frankenstein Meets the Wolfman

3/16

Three Stooges Short Subjects
Marx Brothers

3/30

Dirty Harry
High Plains Drifter

4/13

The Caine Mutiny
The African Queen

4/27

What’s Up Tiger Lily?
Casino Royale

5/4

Mister Smith Goes to Washington
American Reel - (From Kennedy to
Nixon's Resignation)

5/11

Bullitt
Le Mans

5/18

The Wild One
On the Waterfront

5/25

Sherlock Holmes Festival
Voice of Terror
Spider Woman

6/1

Stage Coach
Chisum

6/8

Summer of'42
Class of '44

Films will be shown free at 12 noon and 3 p.m. in A1106
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(Editorial
opinions do
not
necessarily represent the opinion
of the staff or College of DuPage.)

The Courier is a weekly news
publication serving College of DuPage.
Editorial offices are in the white barn
east of J Bldg. Telephone, 85&-2800, ext.
2379 or 2113. Advertising rates available
on request. The college is located at
Lambert Road and 2.2nd Street, Glen
Ellyn, Ill. 60137.

Dario’s Drift

Editor.WayneA.Shoop
Managing Editor.Gerry Bliss
Photo Editor.Scott Salter
Sports Editor.Tom Ryan
Advertising Manager.Larry Smith
Staff Cartoonists.Dario Tranter
Dav Holle
Facuity Adviser.Gordon Richmond

A background on the bill
Events involving the Budget Control Act
(SB 100) have happened so fast, and in¬
volve so many changes, that it almost
makes my head spin.
Yet the bill is so important, especially to
students, that I feel as editor I should take
time out to retrace the chain of events
involved in this bill, so students (and
myself) can put this thing in perspective.
Student Body President Dave Starrett
started work on SB 100 in the early part of
November. His goal: to regain control
over expenditures of student activities
monies, and to give the Student Senate
broader budgetary review powers.
I say regain control, because in essence
this control existed three years back.
Students did have control over their
money, but because of an insufficient
Student Government, they lost that con¬
trol. Now that things are back in swing, SG
is trying once again to regain it.
The original bill, sponsored by Starrett,
was presented to the Senate on Feb. 2. The
Senate met the next day as a “committee
of the whole,” and amended the bill.
The amendment? That awful, eye-brow
raising $500 limit. Under the amendment,
all expenditures under $500, whether it be
in
athletics,
theatre,
or forensics,
would need the consent of the majority of
the students involved in these various
programs.
And if that wasn’t enough^ any ex¬
penditure over $500 would need the ap¬
proval of the Student Body President and
the Student Senate.
Luckily, the Senate held a public hearing

on Feb. 9. Most of the faculty advisers in
the different activity areas showed up and
literally killed the Senate on the $500 limit.
Seeing how nobody liked their little
limit, and seeing as they were having
second doubts themselves, the Senate
remanded the bill back to the sponsor
(Starrett), who then rewrote the bill and
resubmitted it to the Senate last Thursday
Feb. 17.
At least this time the bill did not contain
the $500 limit. In fact, it began to sound like
it just might work. And hopefully, it will
work.
Now under the amended bill, there is no
limit, but student activity budgets would
be processed through Student Govern¬
ment, where students do still get their
input as to where their money goes.
If, however, an expenditure comes along
during the course of the year that the
Student Comptroller thinks “fishy,” the
expenditure can be held up until in¬
vestigated.
On Feb. 17 the Senate considered this
amended bill, took a confidential vote
(which means it didn’t count), agreed that
they liked it, but decided to hold a second
public hearing, set for Mar. 3. This will be
held in conjunction with the Student
Assembly, held once a quarter.
So if you still don’t understand this, and I
can understand why, you may want to
show up on Mar. 3 in K127 at the public
hearing, to find out what’s really going on.
Since it’s your money, it might be worth
a try.
—Wayne Shoop

Format: A positive step
For once something has come out of
Student Government of which all students,
faculty and administration can be proud.
Hi is “something” is the Instructional
Format which was distributed in the
Courier and throughout the campus a
couple of weeks ago.
For those of you who might have
“missed” or simply not noticed the 10,000
or so copies which were distributed, the
Instructional Format is a publication
compiled entirely by members of our
Student Government. Its purpose is to help
students select both courses and in¬
structors on the basis of a short summary
description of each course and the
methods the instructor uses to teach the
course. It is designed to help you,, the
students.
At first glance, the Format might seem
complicated to some. After going over the
key in front of the Format however,

which describes what each letter means in
relation to the different teaching methods
which are covered, a student can easily
and quickly find what a course and an
instructor are like.
The Format is the final product of many
hours of hard work. It has come a long way
since the idea of a Format was thought of
last year. Hie Format is the end result of
what students, faculty, and administrators
can do when they cooperate with each
other. You may think that the Format is
lousy, but it is at least some positive proof
that Student Government is doing
something.
For those students who are apathetic
towards Student Government, I suggest
that you take a look at the Format. It may
prove invaluable to you in continuing your
education here at CD.
—Gerry Bliss

Facing the problem
To the editor:
After reading the article “A Bldg,
parking: a growing problem,” I found I
must comment.
I agree with Karl Pfeiffer’s letter
totally. How many times have we seen our
“illustrious” college president walk from
his office in K Bldg on a -0 degree day to A
Bldg?
How would our president like to walk
from the M parking lot to A Bldg, in the
pouring rain? I’m sure he wouldn’t, and
neither should the students.
Ted Zuck, director of Campus Services,
must be blind if he thinks there isn’t a
parking problem at A Bldg. How would he
know if he sits in his office all day?!

I’m sure he hasn’t driven around for 20
minutes looking for a parking place. It’s
totally frustrating having to park in the
farthest lot and walk to the opposite end
for a class.
As for David Starrett’s. Student Body
President, idea of a computerized car pool
— it sounds good, but just how much is it
going to cost?
So come on and wake up, ad¬
ministration. Face the fact that there is a
parking problem and it’s not going to
better itself. Let’s hear some other ideas
besides walking from M or K parking lots
to A Bldg!
— Karen L. Larson

Last call for shuttle bus
Many people think that if you ignore a
problem long enough it will vanish of its
own accord. While this technique may be
effective on the guy who has been leering
at you in the LRC for the past three weeks,
it is hardly one to be employed on the
governmental and administrative level of
a college, particularly when the problem
affects virtually every on-campus student.
The problem, of course, is parking. A
Bldg, will hold 90 per cent of all classes
(and 90 per cent of all students) as of
spring quarter.
Several possible solutions have been
proposed, discussed at length, researched,
and summarily forgotten. The most
sensible of these, to alleviate short-term
problems, is a shuttle bus between A and K
buildings. Contrary to popular belief,
Student Government could have financed
a shuttle bus, at least through the spring
quarter.
Through the Contingency fund, money
was available to be used to rent a bus, pay
drivers, etc... It was not used, since it
would provide only temporary relief (plop,
plop, fizz fizz) with no money forthcoming
to extend the service further.
So, instead of using the Contingency fund
to help out in the spring, Student Gover¬
nment declined to use any money at all,
preferring to wait until they knew where
the long-term cash was coming from.
Not only is this kind of thinking dumb, it
is also unnecessary. There is a portion of
your tuition money ($.50 per credit hour)
which is being put aside in order to fund
the building of a new Campus Center. At
the rate that new buildings go up around
here, we project that “2001: A Space
Odyssey” will be a trip down memory
lane, by the time it is built. In other words,
don’t hold your breath.
Why not (he said reasonably) use this

money to run the bus? I can’t imagine any
student, given the choice, declining to have
his or her money used for a shuttle bus in
favor of putting it in storage and someday
having it used for a Campus Center for
future generations.
A shuttle bus can be done. Do it.
While we’re at it, the administration's
cavalier attitude toward the plight of
students trying to park at A, also merits
comment. As of right now there are no
plans whatsoever to do anything at all
about parking. Even if they started paving
the western lot (fondly known as “The
Twilight Zone”) the job could not possibly
be done before summer.
Another sterling example of the ad¬
ministration’s ability to plan ahead.
Ted Zuck, taking the bull squarely by the
horns, faced up to the problem and stated
to the Courier, “There really is no parking
problem, per se. There seems to me to be
enough parking spaces on campus.”
Zuck is either blind, insensitive to the
needs of students (which is apparently a
part of the job description for ad¬
ministrative positions: “Do you care about
students? No? You’re hired!”), or else he
is getting up a comedy act for Las Vegas.
No parking problem? Dream on. There
is a very big parking problem at CD,
something Rodney Berg is quite unaware
of, seeing as he parks in the tiny lot off
Lambert next to the Courier.
All the surveys, questionnaires, and
meetings in the world won’t prove
anything that a walk through the parking
lots can’t prove. Telling CD students that
there is no parking problem is like telling
someone with measles that he really isn’t
sick, perse.
It just looks that way because he doesn't
know any better.
—Tom Ryan

Given the opportunity
To the Editor:
A comment I’ve heard quite often
recently in reference to SB 100 (you know,
that really awful thing that Student
Government has cooked up to screw up the
money used by certain activities ad¬
visors), is to the effect that “how in the
world does S.G. expect students to care
about, much less participate in the area of
budget preparation ?”
In reality, an S.G. guarantee that budget
preparation hearings will be virtually
packed with students just chomping at the
bit in gleeful expectation of telling some
professional how to run his activity is not
the issue at all, although some individuals
would attempt to lead one to believe that.
At this time, students contribute close to
$400,000 from their tuition fees to operate
the area known as “Student Activities.”
This area’s stated purpose is to enrich the
educational experience through extra¬
curricular activities.
It was indicated by some students that
they would like to have an opportunity to
speak their minds — if they so desired —
as to the direction of those extra¬
curricular activity areas which they are

supporting through their hard-earned
dollars. Again, not a guarantee of par¬
ticipation, but an opportunity for it.
I feel that as a consumer, I am able to
determine if I’m satisfied with what I’m
getting for my money. I, as a student, want
an opportunity to ask those who are
spending my money where it is going, or to
let them know if I’m happy with the result.
It boils down to this; I do not believe that
it is the obligation of Student Government,
or even the college administration itself, to
cajole, encourage, arm-twist or even force
students to be active in any non-academic
area of activity, whether it be budget
preparations or any one of the numerous
special interest dubs on campus.
It is the obligation of the college and
especially Student Government, however,
to provide the opportunities for students to
participate in the directions where their
interests may lie.
But then, isn’t that the purpose of
education anyway — to provide in¬
dividuals with opportunities?
—Rick Powers
Sigma Senator
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My Turn
Peter Spevacek
The college is immersing itself in a
program to find out what’s wrong with it
and what should be done to “fix it”. For all
of this action, the whole point of why we
are in the process of “reorganization” has
shpped into the background and has
practically been obliterated.
The fact of the matter is that in 1978, the
North Central Association, a group that
accredits colleges and universities, will be
coming to this college to accredit us. Along
with that accreditation will also come a
report pointing to the problems in this
college.
A while back, the college set out to
straighten it’s act before it was time for
accreditation. An internal study was
initiated to find the problems that people
within the college thought it pointed to:
faculty discontent, an apparent ad¬
ministrative morass, and a com¬
munication system with most of its wires
crossed.
After that internal study came an ex¬
ternal study (not incidentally, it cost
$20,000) which pointed to: faculty
discontent, an apparent administrative
morass, and a communication system with
most of its wires crossed.
Then came the process of straightening
out the whole mess. Committees were
appointed, statements were made, sides
were formed. Then came the first
response: reorganize the administration,
set up different communication lines, and
we were on the road.

obliterated: this college is here to help
students learn (I know the administration
knows it, but I always like reminding
them).
No
amount
of
administrative
reorganization, regrouping, or redefining
would help half as much as a simple little
idea: administration and faculty are only
here because the students are here and
they’re here to help them.
If this reorganization is to go through,
and it will in some form, it should have
that idea as its purpose. Administrative
reforms(?) are generally done to make
things easier to do; their motivating force
is usually expediency.
In an educational institution, though,
expediency shouldn’t be a motivating
force. Educational institutions are not
around to pass out a certain amount of
knowledge and push their products on to
the next level. Their purpose is to help
their students learn. And learning is
something that cannot be done ex¬
pediently.
In all the proposals put forth, we’ve been
looking at “administrative guidelines,”
“communication channels,” and “ad¬
ministrative roles.” These roles are to
make it easier for people to know where to
go. Whether or not this will actually
happen is still an open ended question, but
if it does, it’s a step in the right direction.

After the response came out, there came
an answer to the response: nothing will
happen; it’ll all be the same; the names
are the same, the positions are only
changed.

There is a more important step that has
not yet been dealt with, that of where this
institution is going. It outweighs position
descriptions et al. This is where the faculty
and students need to come together. If an
organizational structure changes where
this college is going, then it should be
fought.

And with all the responses, committee
statements, and responses to responses,
another fact has slipped away into the
background and been practically

But through the whole process of ex¬
posing our wounds, we’ve got to keep in
mind where we are going, and keep the
“administrators” in line with that.

Talking transfer
Don Dame

Most four-year colleges and universities
are still accepting- applications for ad¬
mission for fall term, 1977. However, the
word is out that on-campus housing at a
majority of the transfer schools is filling
up quickly. If you wait to apply to the
school of your choice, you may be accepted
for admission, but housing could be filled.
This would apply to both on and offcampus housing.
When college admissions represen¬
tatives are on our campus talking with
students, I sit in on the conversations to
determine the type of questions CD
students have about transferring.
Usually one of the first questions asked
by CD students is, “What courses are
required that I must take at CD before I
can transfer?” The answer to the question
is that usually there are no specific
courses that must be completed before one
can transfer.

However, it is suggested that students
attempt to complete as many general
education requirements of the transfer
school as possible prior to transfer, plus a
few courses in one’s major area of con¬
centration, if that has been decided.
If you wish to talk to a college admission
representative, you should be aware that
representatives are scheduled on our
campus on Mondays and Wednesdays. No
appointment is necessary to speak with the
representatives, and they are located in
the northeast corner of the campus center.
The schedule of college admissions
representatives visiting CD can be found
on the front page of the CD Job Oppor¬
tunity Bulletin. The weekly Bulletin is
available every Friday afternoon outside
the Placement Office (J-123) and copies
are also available in small college lounges.
A monthly schedule of representatives
visiting CD appears in The Courier.

Public hearing for students
An open letter to the student body:
Budgets sound boring to you, right?
Well, folks, wake up! It’s not boring
anymore because we are talking about
your money.
Senate Bill 100 is a bill designing a
Procedure for student input in Student
Activity budget areas. It has been
amended since the last public hearing. If
you have read the Courier the last two
weeks, then you have realized that SB 100
has caused a great deal of comment from
all people concerned. All people, that is,
except for the people who really matter
the students.

This is your last chance to make your
options heard. S.G. is planning a Student
Assembly on Wednesday, March 2 at 2:00
in K127, and the issue, of course, is SB 100.
The Assembly is for the students, as the
name implies. I hope the students are
interested enough to come to the assem¬
bly.
If people are interested and cannot make
the time of the assembly, then I also hope
that they will come into the S.G. office.
I must stress the fact that students’
opinions matter — at least to us.
—Pat Beans
Psi Senator

Since I’ll try anything once, last week I went to the race track. I'll tell
you how it works — the people on the left lose their money and the
jockey and his girl on the right win the money. If you don’t believe
this, I’ll show you my losing ticket stubs.

‘The Sentinel:’ pure gore
By Rob Garritano
Those of you who love seeing eyes and
noses being cut off, people eating human
brains as a snack, or a knife sailing into
someone’s neck with no blood spared, will
love Universal’s new release, “The Sen¬
tinel.”
For the rest of us, though, what we have
this time is yet another rip-off of the
“Exorcist.”
Christina Raines, of Nashville fame,
stars as a New York model who rents an
apartment in an old brownstone building
whose only tenant is an old blind priest
who sits day and night looking out his
window.
As usual, a strange mood is projected
into the building and she soons begins to
see and talk to neighbors who don’t exist.
We are then brought up to date on her past
including suicide attempts when she found
her father cheating on her mother and
when her current boyfriend’s wife com¬
mitted suicide because of her.
Her modeling career begins to
deteriorate, as images of her now dead
father keep haunting her until she actually
imagines that she kills him one night in the
room above hers. How blood gets on the
nightgown but no traces of any are found in
the house, which becomes the main con¬
cern for her lawyer, boyfriend, and the
police.
Now convinced she no longer belongs in
the apartment, she next moves in with her

boyfriend to escape the curse. But alas, it
will do her no good because she has
already been chosen to be the next
guardian of the gate of hell. That, we are
told, is what the priest has been doing all
along, and once cursed, there is no escape.
The ending pits the forces of good and
evil against her to persuade her one way is
best and to leave the viewer wondering
what the movie is all about.
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Were the neighbors really there? Was
the rental agent part of the scheme? Who
was on the good side and who was on the
bad? None of these questions are ever
answered, so the ending’s meaning is left
up to our own imagination.
Blood flowing from the beginning to the
end is the only action the film has to offer.
The movie went on to become painfully
clear that Ms. Raines was not the actress
who should have starred in this movie. As
a matter of fact, nobody should have
wasted their talents on it.
Until the public stops wasting its money
on cheap scare-em-to-death movies, we
may never see a good horror flick, such as
Hitchcock’s, again.

Gracious dining offered
By Cathy Hewelt
An elegant spot to dine and to celebrate a
special occasion is the Brass Rail, located
in the Yorktown Shopping Center.
The exterior of the restaurant reminds
me of a large ski lodge made out of wood
and stone with a shingled roof. A covered
circular driveway by the main entrance is
ideal for letting people out of the car
during bad weather. Also, there’s
adequate parking spaces available, unlike
some large restaurants where you have to
park across the street.
Inside, the main dining area is
luxuriously decorated with a beamed
ceiling, cozy fireplace, and plush car¬
peting. On the walls there are carved
woodcuts and lighted candles which give
the impression of a professionally
decorated first class restaurant.
A huge chandelier hangs from the
ceiling and there is a salad bar in the
middle of the room offering a variety of
salads. There is one smaller dining room,
equally well-decorated, on the other side of
a large stone fireplace. A bar and a disco
are located in the front across from the
entrance.
For dinner, I would recommend the
“Queen”, which is a cut of New York
sirloin, cooked to your liking. The cost of
the “Queen” is $5.95 and includes salad

bar, all the beer or coke you can drink, and
all the bread and butter you desire.
I would also recommend the fried
chicken dinner which is $4.25 and includes
four pieces of chicken, fried to a golden
brown. All dinners include salad bar,
bread and butter, and all the beer or coke
you want.

Also, I would suggest dressing up a little
bit — no jeans. Men should wear a dress
shirt and a good pair of pants and for the
women, a good looking pants outfit will do.
The Brass Rail offers a special “Monday
night at the movies, compliments of the
Brass Rail.” Every Monday night along
with dinner, you receive two free passes to
the nearby Yorktown Cinema, good for
any movie that is current playing there.
The passes are only good on Monday and
Tuesday nights.
The Brass Rail is open Sunday from 11
a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday thru Thursday
from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m., Friday from 11
a.m. to 12 midnight, and Saturday from 11
a.m. till 12:30 a.m.
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What do you think of the Instructional Format Guide?

BOB ANDERSON
There was only two drawbacks to
the guide. These were that not all
teachers participated and not all
the
questions
were
asked
correctly. It did help me in my
decision of what teacher to take
next quarter.

DENISE MAROS
It helped a little bit in picking out
my teachers for next quarter.

?!??od needed for child

By
By Robert
Robert Gregory
Gregory
Have you ever had the problem
of not knowing what to give a
person for his birthday?
John Freeman of Downers Grove
has a birthday March 22 — his fifth
— and the College Health Center
would like to recommend a gift
that nearly everyone can give. The
gift is blood. And it is a gift that
John needs very badly.
John
is
a
hemophiliac.
Hemophilia is a chronic blood
disease that prevents blood from
clotting. What this means is that
people can literally bleed to death
from the smallest cuts or bruises.
Thus frequent transfusions for

Student Activities
Presents

Martin

&
T aylor
Mini-Concert
Campus Center
11 a.m.
Wednesday, March 2

John and other hemonhiliacs
hemophiliacs are
necessary.
A blood drive for John will be
held in A-1106 on March 8 between
8:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. Free coffee
and donuts will be served for blood
donors. The blood donated will be
used for the clotting agents in it.
Anyone with any questions should
call Valerie Burke in the Health
Center, 858-2800, extension 2154 or
2155.

BALLET DISCOUNT
Special tickets for the Alvin
Ailey Ballet are available at the
Student Activities box office in the
Campus Center.
Tickets costing $10 are offered to
CD students for $5 and a limited
number are available. The per¬
formance is at the Auditorium
Theater in Chicago on Friday,
March 4.
PHOTOGRAPHER TO TALK
Arthur Siegel, nationally known
photographer, has been re¬
scheduled to discuss photography
as a career at 10:30 a.m. Monday,
Feb. 28, in J147. Siegel’s talk was
originally set for Feb. 7 but was
postponed because of illness.
Siegel is head of the photography
department at the Institute of
Design of the Illinois Intitule of
Technology.

Student Activities Announces:

Magical Mystery Tour

Two Beatle Concert Films
(never before released)

Admission Free

STUDENT TRAVEL DESK
333 N. Michigam Ave.
Chicago Illinois 60601
(312) 332-5558
• Student charter

flights to

Europe-

round trip

from

Chicago- Prices start at *299.00
• Student discounted Eurail passes
• Icelandic Airlines
• Discounted youth and excursion fares
• Bicycle and student tour of N.

Alpha students prowl Florida wilds
^

By Jolene Westendorf
Meeting wild bobcats, exploring
the world of sharks, making
friends with a wild bird, and seeing
the wilderness of Florida for three
weeks were just some of the experiences of seven students from
Alpha College.
The students, including Hal
Cohen, Alpha instructor, travelled
through Florida by way of state
parks and national wildlife "areas.
They had rented a six-passenger
motor home which served as
transportation and home for three
weeks.
The group didn’t expect to be
confronted with Florida’s coldest
temperatures ever, and had to buy
extra sleeping bags and blankets.
“We saw a lot of the damage
from the cold weather. We saw a
lot of ruined crops, dead fish, and
coral reef damage,” said Dawn

Franck, one student on the trip.
Other students included Kathi
Barry, Mary Hearn, Lori Lindman, Steve Myrvicka, Sylvia
Pollici, and Rjith Smith,
The group got in touch with
nature again through swamp
walks, canoeing, and studying wild
plants and animals. One wild
animal, a bobcat, actually joined
them around their campfire. A
wild bird became their friend after
a few feedings.
Some of the students also tried
their
hand
at
underwater
snorkeling in Pennekamp Coral
Reef State Park.
“It was just incredible! It was an
entirely different world,” said
Sylvia Pollici.
One day they talked to Jerry
Clay, manager of Sea-Quarium,
and they ended up helping get
sharks out of the water and loaded

Africa

• Information on discounted rates to other destinations

ASK FOR OUR 1977 CATALOGUE

It wasn’t all fun, however, for
this was a three-week part of an
entire quarter study. Students had
to take a minimum of 12 credits
this quarter. Some subjects studied
were biology, sociology, speech,
canoeing, wilderness survival,
philosophy,
and
photography.
Others included astronomy, earth
science, art, creative writing and
geography.
“We even learned a lot from
talking to people like rangers and
farmers from Florida,” Dawn
Franck stated, “It was a great
experience.”

appointments
Registration for Spring Quarter
is currently in full operation. All
currently enrolled students with
less than 90 quarter hours of credit
received a registration ap¬
pointment. Any student who has
not received an appointment to
register should check immediately
with the registration office as to
when they may register. Students
with 90 or more credit hours may
register anytime.
Students may not register earlier
than their appointment time but
may register any time thereafter.
Any problems connected with the
registration process should be
directed to the registration office.

Attention Graduates: Mark
your calendar now for Wed¬
nesday, April 20. That’s the day
that has been set for Cap and
Gown measuring.
The representative from
Collegate Cap and Gowns will
be in the Bookstore from 9 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m., giving you more
than ample time to attend. The
service carries a charge of $9
plus tax, but all who intend to
participate in the graduating
ceremonies must show.,

FOR SALE: Martin D-1812 string,
$500; Yamaha Rosewood classical
guitar with hard shell case, $200;
Martin tenor guitar, 4 string, $200;
hand-made walnut Dulcimer, $40.
CALL GREG AT 963-0770 AFTER 6
P.M._

LOSTAND FOUND
Lost and Found has been
changed
from
the
Student
Government Office Campus Center
to the Security Office, in A
Building, Room A-1000. Please turn
lost items in at this location.

WOMEN
wanted
for
light
housekeeping. $3 per hour clear.
Own
transportation
required.
Ellynwood Student Service, 8581710. A private employment
agency.
GUITAR LESSONS. Credit or non¬
credit, Jeff Weber, faculty guitar
instructor, CD and Chicago Con¬
servatory, has openings for private
students.
Contemporary,
folk,
classical, theory. 682-1313.

SUMMER
TRAVEL:
INEX¬
PENSIVE EUROPEAN CAMP¬
ING TOURS, HOTEL TOURS,
TOO, OR COMBINE TRAVEL
WITH WORK IN A KIBBUTZ.
Many tours limited to people under
30. For information, contact Neil
Ackerman, 325 S. Sycamore,
Centralia, Ill. 62801.

Suburban Dating Service. Register
now. RR 3, Box 343, Naperville,
60540. CaU 963-5480.

1975 Monza 2-door hatchback. 2+2
model, 22,000 miles, FM radio, Call
Mike after 5 p.m., 469-3380.

ADULT harmonica class, begin¬
ning harmonica class near CD. No
experience necessary. 858-7145.

Men wanted for house and yard
work. $3 per hour clear. Must have
own transportation. Ellynwood
Student Service, 858-1710. A private
employment agency.

Student will type your papers
quickly; very neat and accurate.
246-5113 after 6 p.m.

America, Europe,

• Discounted European car rentals for students/teachers

for Evel Knievel’s jump in
Chicago.
Students were also allowed to go
off on “solos” where they spent one
or two nights alone in the wild.
Menus included wild plants and
snails.

Registration

If you’re going
to graduate ...

Beatles Interview
12 noon and 3 p.m. A1106

DAVE TROSCINSKI
DEBBIE PETERS
RICK HERSHMAN
The guide was too general... the
I think it’s good. It tells you what
It probably cost a lot of money
teachers were not given enough the teacher expects of you ... what
but it’s for our benefit. It’s a good
choices to describe their classes. I you have got to be good at to be in
idea. I looked through it and I’m
compared my instructors to what the class. It’s a good summary. I’m
going to use it. You could probably
they put down and it didn’t seem using it.
get a better idea of what a class is
too accurate. It would be better if
going to be like by asking other
each instructor wrote out how he
• students who’ve taken the class.
teaches.
By Luke Buff enmyer and Maureen Murrin

Waitresses and cook wanted, Iron
Gate Restaurant, West Chicago,
331-1833.
Art student will do portraits. Good
likeness. $10. Call Steve, 824-1002.

TYPING service at home. Call 3555496 after 3 p.m.
MOVIE POSTERS. Actual posters
used at the theaters. 8 x 10 still
photographs and 11 x 14 in color
lobby cards also available from
most movies. For information, call
Rob, 920-1472.
’73 Pinto Runabout, 4 on the floor,
26 mpg, new battery, new tires,
37,000 miles, good condition. Call
6684663.
Wanted: part-time janitorial work,
Sacred Heart Parish in Lombard,
627-0687.

.Women’s basketball team
wins Sectional, 17th straight
By Linda Cress
The fact that DuPage’s women’s
basketball team walked all over
Harper this past Tuesday night is
insignificant. The fact that four
girls scored in double figures is
also. What is truly significant is
that it was DuPage’s 17th win in a
row, 2 more than necessary to
break the old school record set by
the men’s team a few years back.
What is even more significant
than that is what happened on the
18th and 19th in Elgin. DuPage
overpowered everyone in sight and
captured the Elgin Sectional
Tournament for the second year in
a row.
Their first game and first win
came on Friday night when they
met Lake County in the semi¬
finals. Lake County would have
been better off staying home. With
a final score of CD 82 — Lake
County 42, it was no contest.
DuPage outscored their opponents
by 20 in each half.
In the first half Pat Blair made
everyone aware of just how
valuable she is. Her good ball sense
and passes made it possible for
three DuPagers to go into double
figures. Judy Lehner led the team
with 21 as Jana Burke and Tina
Ostrowski followed with 16 each.
DuPage then moved to the final
game on Saturday where they met
2nd ranked elgin Community
College. Even though it was a

closer game it still was not close.
Winning by a margin of 20, CD
showed no pity for Elgin’s tiredout, 6-player team.
DuPage controlled the game
from the very beginning not only
using offense to their advantage
but also by taking over Elgin’s
offensive game. CD frequently
blocked the Spartan’s passes and
stole the ball and converted it for
two points even more frequently.
CD’s defensive game was a big
factor in accounting for DuPage’s
point totals. Jana Burke, in her
usual good form, topped CD with 22
points, as Judy Lehner added 12
and Diane Graham and Tina
Ostrowski contributed 10each.
By placing 1st at the sectionals,
DuPage earns the right to compete
in the state finals at Sauk Valley on
the 25th and 26th. keeping their 171 record in mind, CD plans to do
well there too. Actually, they don’t
just plan on doing well. They have
too. Only a first place finish will
guarantee DuPage to move on to
the Nationals at Kansas in March.
Going to the Nationals is
definitely in CD’s plans. The only
way they won’t make it is if they
were to choke. But the women
don’t seem to know the meaning of
the word choke and don’t intend to
find out. DuPage’s success so far
this season has not gone to their
heads and they’re not taking
anything for granted. If anything,
success has made DuPage work

harder.
Let’s come back down to earth,
with DuPage and Harper in the
center ring. Considering that
center rings belong in circuses this
seems to be a pretty fair
description. A better one might be
a football field. Needless to say it
was a rough game. It might have
been all right except for Harper
and the officials were the ones
playing rough. Coach Linda Tross
might have been better off taking
the reps over to the side and ex¬
plaining to them exactly what such
things as charging and jump balls
are.
Regardless of bruised knees and
battered bodies DuPage padded
the small six point lead they held in
the beginning and eventually won
65-39. This padding was made firm
with Pam Blair and Judy Lehner
adding 12 points apiece, Pat Blair
with 11 and Tina Ostrowski’s 10.
Like any coach, Tross was not as
concerned with regular season
games as she is with the upcoming
tournaments. With one cham¬
pionship already claimed by the
DuPage women, they realistically
could lose everything in the future
and still have a fantastic season.
But, as previously mentioned, this
season has been in the planning for
quite some time and an early
defeat in the tourneys is not in
those plans.

The ubiquitous Pat Blair here converts two of her 11
points in DuPage’s 65-39 romp over Harper. —Photo by
Maureen Murrin.

Twins promote togetherness,
telepathy on women’s sports teams
By Nancy Jenkins
The 5’6” twins maneuvered,
coordinating their efforts on of¬
fense and defense to outfox their
opponents and score points.
Pat and Pam Blair are two
starting players and co-captains of
the women’s basketball team this
year, sisters who happen to be
twins. They have found it has its
advantages.
“It may be because we practice
together a lot, but I can anticipate
when Pat is going to shoot or drive
and I can react to it,” Pam said.
Knowing Pat’s potential, Pam can
also drive her to work towards it,
ind vice versa.
“As sisters we can criticize each

other more freely, and that helps
us to drive ourselves and perform
better,” Pat said. Although their
criticisms help their game, they
can also cause friendly family
spats. The results of their tempers
drive them to go faster and usually
result in “cutting up the team” as a
teammate, Diane Graham wit¬
nessed.
Although the girls practice
together frequently, their spare
time outside games and practices
are spent separately. In other
words
absencb
makes
the
togetherness of the games and
their lives at home more bearable.
At practices the twins are a good
example of the coordination and

Men’s basketball team wins
2nd straight conference title
By Bill Rohn
Led by the hot shooting of for¬
ward Steve Long, the CD
lasketball team clinched the N4C
conference title for the second year
in a row.
Long had 32 points to post the
ughest single game mark for any
DuPage player this season. Long’s
shooting, coupled with guard
Danny Williams’ containment of
the conference’s leading scorer,
Paved the way for the Chaps’ 75-69
"'in at Thornton last Friday night.
The victory put DuPage’s con¬
ference record at 12-2, identical to
last year’s conference-winning
record. The win was another in a
series of accomplishments coach
Dick Walters outlined in the
^ginning of the season. The Chaps
also won the Elgin tournament; all
fhat remains is winning more
games than last year and winning
*■!’e state title. Walters feels
DuPage will do all it sets out to.
The game Friday pitted the
conference’s leading scorer, Dave
^e*s against DuPage-’s quick
ffuard Danny Williams. Williams

held Weis, who was averaging 23
points a game, to only five field
goals and no trips to the free-throw
line. DuPage led the game with
8:46 left in the first half by a score
of 26-16 when Thornton fought back
to tie the score at 30. The Chaps
then were able to take a 35-30 lead
to the locker room at halftime.
Thornton came out in the second
half and took advantage of a slow
start by the Chaps to take a 46-41
lead.
Through substitutions
DuPage was able to regain the lead
with 11 minutes left.
In the final two minutes DuPage
led 73-60 when Thornton put on a
surge and scored nine straight
points. The rally fell short and
guard Tom Rowley sank two free
throws with four seconds left to cap
the 23rd win of the season for
DuPage.
On Wednesday and Thursday,
Feb. 23-24, DuPage participates in
the Joliet Sectional Tournament at
Joliet Jr. College. DuPage plays
Illinois Valley and if the Chaps win,
will face either Joliet or
Waubonsee.

effect this year that has con¬
tributed to DuPage’s 16-1 record.
Pat is one of DuPage’s leading
scorers this year and Pam plays
excellent defense with “a great
outside shot” as one of her
teammates says.
Pat and Pam are not new to
basketball or sports in general.
The sisters were on the women’s
basketball team last year and in
high school; at Glenbard East the
Blairs played on the team from
their sophomore year when the
team originated. They also played
on the tennis and softball teams,
playing doubles in tennis.
All their high school sports
carried over at CD. They plan to
play on the softball team this
season and will be going to the
tennis nationals at Texas in May as
a doubles team as a result of their
outstanding performances this
year. The Blairs really feel their
•telepathy at work in tennis. “As
doubles we can really work
together since we can feel what
each other will do next and prepare
for it,” said Pat.
As for their future, the girls were
offered scholarships from Lewis
University in Lockport, however
they are looking into other schools
and hoping for more scholarship
opportunities. Pat is looking into
Illinois State which is excellent for
basketball but not for a major she
was contemplating. To get into a
school with a good athletic
program, Pam and Pat may shape
their careers or majors to the
school since they haven’t deter¬
mined their futures yet. Pat is
thinking of a general art program.
The 19 year-old twins are
identical, which causes a little
confusion on the court. As with
most identical twins, once you get
to know them, it’s easier to tell
them apart. “People on the team
still have problems telling us
apart,” said one of the twins (I’m
not sure which one).

Pat (left, take our word) and Pam Blair: a pair of standtouts for CD’s women’s sports teams.

Triton edges gymnasts
at Region IY competition
Triton edged the DuPage
women’s gymnastics team by 1.25
points in the Region IV Illinois
state championship meet at Triton.
The tournament was for com¬
pulsory-level competition only.
Dawn Silfies took first in the
vaulting competition for DuPage
with an 8.0 score, the highest
recorded in the meet. Terry
Frazier scored 7.75 on the uneven

parallel bars for DuPage’s other
individual championship.
DuPage compiled 85.10 as a
team, short of Triton’s 86.35.
Waubonsee was third with 81.20
and Harper a close fourth with an
80.75 score.
This weekend, DuPage will be
part of the Triton Invitational
meet, which will include four-year
schools.

In Concert

HEARTSFIELD
With Special Guest Star

PHOENIX
Wednesday
and
Thursday
March
2 and 3

CHALET LOFT
8.300 S. WOLF
WILLOW SPRINGS
Wull & German Church Rds
246-6800
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Hockey team sure it’s headed for Nationals

Tom Hull maneuvers past a Northwestern defenseman in DuPage’s 12-0 rout of the Wildcats Sunday
night. Hull had two goals out of the 26 scored by DuPage last week. —Photo by Jim Elliott.

Track team wins N4C title with ease
The DuPage indoor track team more or
less walked off with the N4C conference
championship, contested last Saturday at
North Central. DuPage won with 119
points, Joliet was second with 45, Triton 44,
Wright 25 and Illinois Valley had nine.
Eight out of the fifteen events went to
DuPage. Jim Chirbas won the high jump

with a new conference record-leap of 6’8”.
He also set a record in the triple jump,
45’11”.
Ken Mauer won the pole vault with a 13’
jump, short of a usual winning height.
“The pole vault was the weakest event,”
said coach Ron Ottoson. He added that the
winning times for events over 440 yards

’4
HIm

Dave Erber (left) of the DuPage indoor track team rounds the bend in
one of the distance events. Erber didn’t score any points Saturday, but
Ken Mauer (right) did. In fact, he won the triple jump, and is one of
DuPage’s 1977 track stars. — Photos by Maureen Murrin.
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“were not great because people ran
competitively. There was lots of jockeying
for position. People ran to win, rather than
against the clock.”
In fact, DuPage did not win any event in
which sprints were involved. “You don’t
run as many sprint events indoors, and we
don’t have strong sprinters for outdoor
competition (either),” Ottoson said.
In the running events, Avery Pleasant of
DuPage won the 440-yd. dash in 54 seconds
flat. Lyle Benedetto won the 600 in 1:19.3,
Don Imhof took the mile in 4:36.3, Dave
Wilson the two-mile in 9:57. In the mile
relay, DuPage’s team of Mauer, Mark
Malek, Pleasant and Benedetto won in a
time of 3:32.
Chirbis, Mauer and Malek won enough
events and accumulated enough points so
that they themselves would have finished
third in team scoring.
Ottoson attributed DuPage’s showing to
his team’s depth in all events. “We had
people sick and injured, but we also had
people to step in and take their places,” he
said. “Though the times were not real
good, it’s obvious that we had more talent
than the others. If we can get all our
wounded back in time for the state meet,
we have a good chance to win our Region,”
he said.
DuPage was fourth in the state last year
indoors, and second outdoors. The teams
they will have to beat in order to win the
state will be present at the next two meets
— at ISU Feb. 23, and at the Sterling
Invitational March 4. The state meet is
March 12 at the University of Illinois.

The DuPage basketball team, late
Wednesday night, lost to Illinois Valley 7877 in the first round of the Joliet Sectional.
DuPage, the number one team in the state,
was favored to win the Sectional and
possibly the state championships. See next
week's Courier for a complete story.

By Jim Elliott
“You’re damn right we’re going to the
Nationals,” exclaimed Ron Hayden of
DuPage’s hockey team, following
DuPage’s shutout win over Northwestern
12-0 Sunday night.
Last Thursday the Chaps beat Western
Illinois 11-7, but faltered a little Friday
and settled for a 3-3 tie with the Lake
Forest junior varsity.
Largely responsible for DuPage’s
current record of 13-2-3 is right wing Rick
Jaros, who Sunday night broke the Chap
scoring record with his 31st goal of the
year. He can add even more to this total,
since DuPage has at least three more
games left to play.
Jaros had six goals in the three games
last week, followed by Tom Rowe with
four. Jerry Hughes and Hayden came up
with three apiece, and Chip Reilly, Larry
Abdo and Tom Hull contributed two each.
Todd Bodoh, Jim Conroy, Bill Capolse and
Owen Kennedy all scored one goal.
The last time CD played Lake Forest,
the end result was a 10-0 DuPage victory!
In explaining this week’s tie, coach Herb
Salberg said, “This proves that every time
you go out on that ice, it’s a different
situation. Some nights the puck goes in for
us, some nights it doesn’t. Friday night it
was against us.”
The only team DuPage totally outshot
last week was Northwestern, 40-13, which
can explain the 12-0 score. “Northwestern
really wasn’t much of an adversary,"
Salberg said. “But on the other hand, we
did skate and play very well against
them.”
Salberg’s major worry, at this point in
the season, is Harper College. The Hawks,
now with a season record of 9-4-2, tied the
Chaps in their last meeting. DuPage
salvaged the tie when, with nine seconds
left in the game and Harper leading 3-2, a
penalty was called on Harper. DuPage,
having pulled their goalie in favor of six
attackers, now had a two-man advantage.
The strategy worked, as with six seconds
left Jim Conroy scored the tying goal.
“I hope we don’t have to go through that
kind of a trial again,” said Salberg. "I
know Harper has good potential this year.
They are a worthy adversary and can’t be
taken lightly. I’ll know more about how we
should do against them in the playoffs
after our game with them Thursday,” he
said.
As for DuPage’s early-season defensive
problems, Salberg said, “Well, I’m doing a
lot of experimenting, switching positions
around, and I feel this week we should be
looking better, defensively. It’s still hard
to say how we’ll do until we play a really
tough team,” he added.
The Chaps barely edged out the South¬
west College Bruins earlier this year, and
they will meet Southwest again this
Saturday at the Willow Springs Ice Chalet
at 3:45 p.m.
After that, DuPage plays what may be
its final game of the year, against Harper
on Monday, in the Inter-Regional playoffs
at 6:45 p.m. at the Downers Grove Ice
Arena.
By winning Monday, the Chaps will go to
Michigan to play Port Huron, Mich. A
victory over Port Huron will qualify
DuPage for the Nationals in Minnesota.
In the history of DuPage hockey the
Chaps have only gone to the Nationals
three times, Salberg feels this year they
have a good chance to do it again.

CD wrestlers finish second
in total team points at state meet
It came down to the final match, and
Triton’s John Nino avenged an earlier
defeat by DuPage’s Jeff Gillman to give
Nino the heavyweight championship and
Triton the team championship of the
Region IV Illinois state wrestling finals at
Waubonsee Feb. 18 and 19.
DuPage led the team standings going
into the final match, and Gillman was the
only man to beat Nino this season. But
Triton’s national contender won 4-1, and
the Trojans won the team championship
with 124% points.
The Chaparrals won two individual
championships in compiling 117% points.Bob Velasquez took first at 126 pounds.

Defending regional champion
Pilalis won again at 142 pounds.

Angelo

Besides Gillman, DuPage had another
second-place when Doug Overstreet ad¬
vanced to the finals in the 177-pound classTwo other Chaparrals qualified for the
national finals by taking third place. Mike
Rubidge at 150 pounds and Fred Blickle at
167 pounds placed third in their weight
classes.
The National Junior College Athletic
Association championships are March 3,4.
and 5 in Worthington, Minn.

